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ABSTRACT: Enhancing the signal-to-noise ratio in avalanche
photodiodes by utilizing impact ionization gain requires materials
exhibiting low excess noise factors. Amorphous selenium (a-Se) as
a wide bandgap at ∼2.1 eV, a solid-state avalanche layer,
demonstrates single-carrier hole impact ionization gain and
manifests ultralow thermal generation rates. A comprehensive
study of the history dependent and non-Markovian nature of hot
hole transport in a-Se was modeled using a Monte Carlo (MC)
random walk of single hole free flights, interrupted by
instantaneous phonon, disorder, hole−dipole, and impact-ioniza-
tion scattering interactions. The hole excess noise factors were simulated for 0.1−15 μm a-Se thin-films as a function of mean
avalanche gain. The hole excess noise factors in a-Se decreases with an increase in electric field, impact ionization gain, and device
thickness. The history dependent nature of branching of holes is explained using a Gaussian avalanche threshold distance
distribution and the dead space distance, which increases determinism in the stochastic impact ionization process. An ultralow non-
Markovian excess noise factor of ∼1 was simulated for 100 nm a-Se thin films corresponding to avalanche gains of 1000. Future
detector designs can utilize the nonlocal/non-Markovian nature of the hole avalanche in a-Se, to enable a true solid-state
photomultiplier with noiseless gain.

■ INTRODUCTION
Avalanche photodiodes (APDs) utilize the impact ionization
phenomenon with enhanced signal-to-noise ratios (SNRs), to
amplify weak signals above the noise floor of readout
electronics with applications in photon counting and
correlation studies, laser range finding, and medical imag-
ing.1−6 However, the APD gain contributes to its own shot
noise component that grows proportionally with avalanche
multiplication.7 This omnipresent shot noise component of the
measured noise current source (IN) can be expressed as

=I qI G2 ENFNShot inj
2 , where q is an electronic charge, Iinj

is the primary injected current into the avalanche junction, ⟨G⟩
is the mean multiplication factor of the avalanche process, and
ENF is the excess noise factor due to the stochastic nature of
the impact ionization multiplication process. In a typical APD
material, primary carriers (electron/hole) enter the high
electric field region and gain sufficient kinetic energy greater
than the material bandgap and collide with a lattice atom, thus
breaking the lattice bond and generating secondary electron−
hole pairs (the impact ionization process). These resulting
pairs of secondary carriers are once again accelerated by the
field and may further break more lattice bonds, resulting in
tertiary carriers, and the avalanche branching process continues
thereafter. Thus, the primary carrier rapidly multiplies by the
successive impact ionization events until all the carriers exit the

high-field region.8,9 In this impact ionization carrier branching
process, the ENF is an additional source of noise originating as
a result of the randomness in the positions at which
secondary/tertiary carriers are generated (the positional
randomness of avalanche gain),10 and as a result of the
feedback process associated with the fact that both electrons
and holes can produce impact ionization events.8,11 These two
factors cumulatively result in variation of the total number of
carriers produced per initial photocarrier (gain randomness),
thus resulting in the noise source termed as the ENF.8,10 Thus,
for an arbitrary random avalanche multiplication gain variable
G corresponding to every primary carrier, the ENF is
calculated as follows: ENF = ⟨G2⟩/⟨G⟩2, where ⟨G⟩ is the
mean multiplication (first moment) and ⟨G2⟩ is the mean of
the squared multiplication (second moment).12,13

To enable SNR enhancement, an ideal APD material should
exhibit small ENFs such that the detector noise is not
dominated by its shot noise contribution. MacIntyre’s local
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field theory states ENF = k⟨G⟩ + (1 − k)(2 − 1/⟨G⟩), where, k
is the ratio of electron/hole to hole/electron impact ionization
rate, as shown in Figure 1a. The McIntyre theory accurately
predicts the ENF in crystalline APDs where carriers undergo
ballistic impact ionization through a process called Markov
(i.e., memoryless) branching, see Figure 1a. ENF measure-
ments for two such devices are shown in Figure 1a utilizing
GaAs14 and InGaAs/InP based APDs,15,16 which matches the
MacIntyre predictions corresponding to a k value of 0.3 and
0.5, respectively. The ENF limits the maximum useful gain of
an APD, thus necessitating materials with small k values. For
single carrier impact ionization, k ∼ 0, the McIntyre prediction
for ENF approaches a value of 2 for ⟨G⟩ > 10. To achieve a
more deterministic ionization behavior, the concept of band-
structure engineering using semiconductor heterojunctions was
proposed in the 1980s to ensure that only one carrier type
undergoes impact ionization (k ∼ 0) specifically at the
heterojunction band discontinuity where the probability of
ionization spikes, thereby mimicking the behavior of a dynode
in a vacuum photomultiplier tube.17 Recently an ideal ENF of
∼1 has been observed in a staircase type Capasso device
corresponding to a maximum number of cascaded asymmetric
gain stages, J = 3/⟨G⟩ = 8,3,18 beyond which the ENF starts to
deviate from the ideal Capasso model at G > 10 due to
fabrication challenges associated with the rigorous impact
ionization engineering techniques required to yield k ∼ 0.19

History dependence can be introduced in the carrier
branching process in APDs, thus increasing determinism,

which further decreases the ENF below 2.9,16,26−28 After an
ionization event occurs, each carrier needs to travel a minimum
distance, which is frequently referred to as the “dead space/
length,” before it can gain sufficient energy from the electric
field to have a nonnegligible ionization probability. When the
thickness of the multiplication region becomes comparable to a
“few” dead spaces/lengths, the nonlocal/non-Markovian
history-dependent effects dominate.8 This idea was utilized
in non-Markovian devices with a measured ENF < 2, which
exhibited an electron-only single-carrier avalanche, in two
separate device structures, namely, crystalline compound
InAlAs/InAlGaAs20,21 and HgCdTe high-density, vertically
integrated APDs.22,29 Both devices utilized thin submicron
multiplicative regions, which is an integer multiple of the “dead
length/space”. These low ENF non-Markovian APD devices
have resulted in significant progress in the field of infrared
detection with improved gain-bandwidth products.30 However,
the non-Markovian devices until now have utilized small
bandgap materials incompatible with room-temperature
operation, resulting in higher leakage currents and rendering
the avalanche process inimical to substantial SNR improve-
ment.
Ultralow thermal generation rates31 combined with a single

carrier hole avalanche process renders a-Se to be either used as
a short visible light absorbing APD responsive in the spectrum
window of 400−450 nm where a-Se demonstrates an external
quantum efficiency ∼90%5,32−36 or coupled to existing photon
absorbing layers just to be used as an efficient hole transport

Figure 1. (a) ENF as a function of mean impact ionization avalanche gain compared for three different classes of APD materials. The dashed lines
represent the McIntyre history independent model, which has been successfully explained by the local-field theory of impact ionization. Circle
markers show measured ENF results for GaAs,14 and square markers show measured ENF in InGaAs/InP APDs,15,16 both matching the local-field
theory McIntyre predictions corresponding to k ∼ 0.3 and k ∼ 0.5, respectively. Hexagon markers show noiseless avalanche gains of up to about
eight achieved in a Capasso device using adequately designed heterojunctions with maximum gain stages, with J = 3 corresponding to a gain of
eight.3 Non-Markovian devices utilizing ultrathin submicron multiplicative regions are shown with pentagon20,21 and left-pointing triangular
markers.22 Prior reports of ENF in a pickup-tube-based a-Se device are shown using upward-pointing triangular markers exhibiting an ENF of ∼1 at
a gain ∼1000.23 (b) Schematic of a typical multilayer p-i-n a-Se APD device as a viable alternative to the bulky, fragile, and field sensitive
photomultiplier tube.5,24 The a-Se layer can also be coupled to existing photon absorption layers, to be used as an efficient avalanche hole transport
layer, thus covering applications ranging the entire visible electromagnetic spectrum.25
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layer (HTL) with avalanche capabilities, thus encompassing
photonic applications across the visible electromagnetic
spectrum, see Figure 1b.25 Moreover, it can be uniformly
deposited near room-temperature over larger areas as
compared to crystalline semiconductors and is compatible
with readout electronics.37,38 At high electric fields, hole
transport in a-Se can be shifted entirely from localized to
extended states, resulting in a single carrier hole impact
ionization avalanche with prior reports of ENF ∼ 1,
corresponding to a gain of ∼1000, as shown in Figure 1a,23

indicating the existence of a peculiar noise reduction
mechanism in the hole avalanche process in a-Se. Thus,
modeling the extended states transport of “hot” holes involved
in the single carrier impact ionization phenomenon is pivotal
to the understanding of the nature of avalanche gain and excess
noise in a-Se-based detectors.39−42

■ RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The first theories to study impact ionization date back to the
1930s. Shockley proposed the lucky-electron model, which
described impact ionization as a process initiated by ballistic
carriers that do not undergo collision. A major problem with
the Shockley model is the absence of sufficient ballistic
electrons to validate experimentally measured gain. The lucky-
drift model proposed by Ridley was based on the assumption
that momentum relaxation rate is much faster than the energy
relaxation rate.43 Here, the impact ionization occurs predom-
inantly either by lucky-ballistic motion or lucky-drift (carriers
drift in an electric field with momentum-relaxing collisions
without there being in the same period any significant energy
relaxation) or a combination of both. Kasap and Rubel
implemented a modified lucky-drift model for a-Se.44,45 A
feature of the modified lucky-drift model is an explicit
treatment of elastic scattering due to the disorder potential
inherent to amorphous solids, in addition to the inelastic
scattering by nonpolar optical and acoustic phonons. The
scattering by a disorder potential is assumed to be the
dominant mechanism of the momentum relaxation for
energetic electrons.46−49 In this work, we use an MC-based
multiscale simulation framework, see Supporting Information
(SI) section S1, to calculate the ENF as a function of gain and
thickness in bulk a-Se films. Our work for the first time laid
down quantum mechanical formulations using Fermi’s golden
rule to calculate energy dependent phonon scattering
(acoustic, polar optical emission/absorption, and nonpolar
optical emission/aborption), hole-dipole scattering (caused by
valence alternate pair type defects as scattering centers),
disorder scattering (to account for the lack of long-range order
in the amorphous phase), and impact ionization scattering
rates in a-Se, as shown in Figure 2a.39,50 The energy and
momentum relaxation dynamics of the individual scattering
mechanisms are summarized in Table 1. The predictive
capabilities of the MC based multiscale simulation framework
for a-Se has been previously validated with experimental
findings of time-of-flight mobility, ensemble energy and drift
velocity, and field dependent hole impact ionization gain and
coefficients.39,40,50

The ENF calculations in the MC simulation framework
proceeds with a single hole being introduced into the high
electric field region with a randomly distributed kinetic energy
around the mean of 3/2kBT, where kB is the Boltzmann
constant and T is the temperature. The corresponding
wavevectors are calculated using a nonparabolic E−k relation

with a nonparabolicity factor of 0.15.39,50 As the hole is
accelerated, phonon, hole−dipole, and disorder scattering
delay its attainment of the ionization energy. The calculation of
ENF in the hole branching process follows with the restrictions
that there is no hole−hole interaction in the bulk region except
at the moment of impact ionization. The hole initiated impact
ionization process in a-Se involves a “hot” hole in the valence
band that ionizes an electron residing in the valence band
across the bandgap into the conduction band, leading to an
extra positive charge in the valence band and a negative charge
in the conduction band. This has been modeled using a single

Figure 2. (a) Relevant hole scattering mechanisms in a-Se as a
function of hole energies up to 3.5 eV. The complete derivations for
each of the scattering mechanisms are provided in our previous
work.50 Although polar and nonpolar optical phonon absorption and
emission processes are treated as separate scattering mechanisms, we
show a cumulative sum of the absorption and emission processes.
Figure reproduced with permission from ref 50. Copyright 2021
American Chemical Society. (b) Plot of ENF from single hole MC-
BTE simulations for 0.1−15 μm a-Se bulk drift lengths as a function
of mean gain, ⟨G⟩.

Table 1. Energy and Momentum Relaxation Dynamics of
the Scattering Mechanisms in a-Se

mechanism energy relaxation momentum relaxation

acoustic phonon elastic isotropic
nonpolar optical phonon inelastic isotropic
polar optical phonon inelastic anisotropic
disorder elastic isotropic
hole-dipole elastic anisotropic
hole impact ionization inelastic isotropic
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term power law fit with a soft ionization threshold energy
approximately equal to the band gap of a-Se ≈ 2.1 eV.40 When
the soft ionization threshold energy is crossed and the impact
ionization scattering interaction is selected from a normalized
cumulative scattering table, the holes position projected onto
the field axis is recorded. The energy remaining for the two
new holes (after the ionization energy is subtracted) is
randomly partitioned and the trajectory for the hole carrier
resumes with a randomized velocity corresponding to its share
of the energy. The primary and secondary hole carriers resume
to be accelerated by the electric field and interrupted by
instantaneous scattering interactions until once again the
impact ionization threshold energy is crossed and the impact
ionization scattering interaction is selected. The avalanche
process continues in this process until the primary and
subsequently generated holes are collected at the end of the
simulated drift length. At least 10 000 single hole MC
trajectories were run in this fashion, and the avalanche gain
from each of these single-hole MC trajectories was recorded to
calculate the ENF for a certain thickness of a-Se and at an
applied electric field. The ENF is calculated using the
following: ENF = ⟨G2⟩/⟨G⟩2, where G is the gain from every
single hole MC run, for a fixed electric field strength and a
fixed a-Se drift length. The calculated ENF as a function of
mean gain, ⟨G⟩, is shown in Figure 2b for simulated a-Se drift
lengths from 0.1 to 15 μm. From Figure 2b, we see that the
ENF decreases with an increase in avalanche gain and hence
electric field. From Figure 2b, our simulation shows that the

non-Markovian nature of hot hole branching dominates for
thinner layers of a-Se, resulting in smaller simulated ENFs
under the initial assumption of single carrier impact ionization.
For 100 nm a-Se films, the ENF is estimated to be ∼1, at a gain
value of 1000.
In each of the single hole MC simulations, each time a

carrier underwent impact ionization, the distance between a
hole’s birth and its attainment of impact ionization energy was
scored in a histogram. Figure 3a shows this threshold distance
distribution for a 500 nm a-Se thin-film, for increasing
strengths of the simulated electric field. Once again, we show
the gain distribution results for a 500 nm simulated a-Se drift
length in Figure 3b to demonstrate the nonlocal/non-
Markovian nature of “hot” hole branching, with increasing
electric fields. The complete detailed plots of threshold
distance and avalanche gain distributions for a-Se bulk
thicknesses ranging from 0.1 to 15 μm at various electric
fields, are shown in the SI section S1.1.
In Figure 3a, no impact ionization occurs within the “dead

space” (DS) distance, termed as the minimum threshold
distance distribution. For thick a-Se bulk layers, the DS can be
neglected, see SI section 1.1 and Figure S8. However, for
thinner a-Se bulk layers, the nonlocal and non-Markovian
nature of the impact ionization avalanche dominates when
primary and secondary carriers initially enter the multiplication
region and traversing a certain distance is required to attain
sufficient energy to ionize. Moreover, the final states after
ionization are typically near the band edge where the carrier

Figure 3. (a) Threshold distance distributions and (b) avalanche gain distribution for 500 nm a-Se bulk drift lengths for electric field strengths of
140, 162, and 196 V/μm, respectively.
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energy is orders of magnitude less than the ionization
threshold ∼2.1 eV. The threshold distance distribution as
shown in Figure 3a has a mean of 120 nm, which is about 24%
of the entire avalanche region in the 500 nm a-Se layer at 140
V/μm. The shift from an exponential threshold distance
distribution in Figure 3a at 140 V/μm, to a Gaussian
distribution at 196 V/μm, is replicated in the change in
shape of the gain distributions, further resulting in a decrease
in ENF with an increase in electric field, as shown in Figure 3b.
As the applied electric field and hence the mean hole energy

in the a-Se layer increases, polar optical phonon and hole−
dipole scattering interactions have a dinished influence, as
shown in Figure 3a, where the DS decreases from ∼11 nm to
less than 1 nm as the electric field increases from 140 V/μm to
196 V/μm, respectively. This suggests that the DS plays a
diminished role in the decrease in ENF with an increase in
electric field. However, as the electric field increases, the tail of
the threshold distance distribution decreases. Since the width
of the threshold distance distribution decreases significantly
faster than the contraction in the dead space, the net result is
that the ionization process becomes more deterministic with
an increase in electric field.8 This idea is demonstrated in
Figure 4a, where with an increase in avalanche gain and hence
electric field, the initial mean/peak ratio as shown by the red
patch decreases. When the peak and the mean of the threshold
distance distribution coincide, as in 100 nm a-Se simulated
drift lengths, see SI section S1.1, Figure S2, the perfectly non-
Markovian ENF of ∼1.05 is simulated corresponding to a gain
of 1000. Plots of the mean and the peak of the threshold
distance distribution changing as a function of simulated drift
length and avalanche gain is provided in SI section S1.2 and
Figure S9. Thereafter, we simulated the hole energy
distributions for two thicknesses of a-Se at an electric field
beyond the onset of impact ionization. In Figure 4b, we show
the hole energy distributions for 1000 holes simulated for an a-

Se drift length of 1 μm and 100 nm, at an electric field of 120
V/μm and 170 V/μm, respectively. The shaded region marks
the allowable impact ionization energy band (the energy tail of
2.1 eV and beyond where holes undergo an impact ionization
avalanche). At 170 V/μm and for a 100 nm a-Se drift length,
the total number of carriers at the end of the simulation was
2575, while at 120 V/μm and for 1 μm a-Se drift length, the
total number of carriers at the end of the simulation was 2979.
From Figure 4b, we can see that, as the thickness of the a-Se
layer decreases, the mean energy of the holes increases. Beyond
the onset of impact ionization, thinner 100 nm a-Se layers
demonstrate a more Gaussian energy distribution where the
mean energy of the carriers is 1.2 eV, almost half of the soft
impact ionization threshold energy of ∼2.1 eV. In Figure 4b,
each time a hole impact ionization scattering interaction was
selected, the energy of the hole at the point of impact
ionization was tabulated, and the normalized distribution for
the avalanche energy range is shown in Figure 4c for 100 nm
and 1 μm a-Se simulated drift lengths, respectively. We observe
that irrespective of the simulated drift length, the avalanche
energy range shows an almost similar narrow normal
distribution with the distribution shifting slightly to higher
energies for 100 nm a-Se thin films.
Next, to unequivocally show the positive effects of increasing

gain and electric field on the internal averaging of ENF, we run
1000 single hole MC trajectories from birth to impact
ionization. In Figure 5, we show five randomly selected hole
trajectories, where the energy of the hole accelerated toward
the direction of the electric field and interrupted by
instantaneous scattering events within the framework of the
MC algorithm is tabulated at every simulation step. The
shaded region marks the lower soft threshold energy for impact
ionization. From Figure 5a, we observe that at 120 V/μm the
time taken for the randomly selected holes varies significantly
by more than 2 orders of magnitude. The inset in Figure 5a

Figure 4. (a) The ratio of the mean to the peak of the threshold distance distribution, varying as a function of gain for 0.1−15 μm a-Se bulk drift
lengths. The red patch shows that, as the bulk a-Se length decreases, the mean/peak ratios decrease at smaller values of ⟨G⟩ (1−10) across 0.1−15
μm a-Se thicknesses. (b) Hole energy distributions for 1 μm and 100 nm a-Se simulated drift lengths, respectively. Beyond the onset of impact
ionization, thinner simulated drift lengths have a Gaussian hole energy distribution. (c) The distribution of hole energies at which the impact
ionization scattering mechanism is selected, in 1 μm and 100 nm a-Se simulated drift lengths, respectively.
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shows the individual trajectories of the five randomly selected
carriers. We can observe that crossing the impact ionization
threshold does not ensure ionization. Energy loss phonon and
disorder scattering mechanisms lead to the carrier energies
decreasing below the soft ionization threshold, before a
favorable impact ionization scattering interaction is selected.
However, with an increase in electric field, see Figure 5b, the
holes have a deterministic rise in energy to impact ionization;
i.e., the rise to impact ionization for individual carriers have
become synchronous in time. At high electric fields, as polar-
optical phonon and hole-dipole scattering mechanisms
becomes less significant, the hole carriers acquire near-ballistic
velocities, and ionize quickly after achieving the impact
ionization threshold energy. Thus, an increase in avalanche
gain due to increasing electric field in a-Se, results in an
internal averaging of the noise due to the stochastic avalanche
process.

■ CONCLUSION
In summary, the performance of APDs in terms of SNR and
operating bandwidth is limited due to the noise associated with

the random nature of impact ionization.8 This additional
stochastic impact ionization ENF in APDs occurs due to the
randomness in the locations at which ionizations may occur
and the feedback process associated with the fact that both
kinds of carrier can produce impact ionization. a-Se is the only
wide band gap (∼2.1 eV) noncrystalline semiconductor that
produces reliable and repeatable single carrier (holes)
avalanche gain, without breakdown. In this work, a
comprehensive study of the microscopic and macroscopic
details of the hole impact ionization process in disordered a-Se
was presented. The transport of holes in a-Se was simulated by
using an in-house MC technique in which the carrier free-
flights are interrupted by scattering from acoustic, polar, and
nonpolar optical phonons, disorder, dipole, and impact
ionization scattering interactions. The single carrier hole
ENF in a-Se assuming electric field independent hole/electron
k ∼ 0 was simulated as a function of layer thickness and
applied electric field for 0.1−15 μm thin films. The hole ENF
in a-Se decreases with an increase in electric field, impact
ionization gain and a-Se layer thickness, due to the existence of
a nonzero dead space, and the nonballistic nature of hole

Figure 5. Plot of single MC simulations showing energy as a function of simulation drift time at (a) 120 V/μm and (b) 380 V/μm for five holes
randomly selected from 1000 hole trajectories tracked until the first impact ionization event. The deterministic nature and internal averaging of
avalanche gain in a-Se dominates as the electric field is increased from 120 V/μm in (a) to 380 V/μm in (b). The shaded regions show the
allowable ionization energy range beyond the soft impact ionization threshold of 2.1 eV in the MC simulation framework.
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transport in a-Se, fostered by frequent scattering at high
electric fields. This trend is substantiated more as the bulk
layer thickness decreases. The history dependent nature of
branching of Hot holes is explained using a Gaussian threshold
distance distribution and the dead space distance which
increases determinism in the stochastic impact ionization
process. With increasing electric fields, the width of the
threshold distance distribution tapers faster than the
contraction in the dead space, and consequently the ionization
process becomes more deterministic. Furthermore, with
increasing electric fields, polar-optical phonon and hole-dipole
scattering become less significant, as the carriers acquire near-
ballistic velocities, and the time taken for impact ionization for
individual holes becomes comparable and synchronous in time.
An almost ideal non-Markovian hole ENF of ∼1 was simulated
in the case of 100 nm a-Se thin films and avalanche gains of
1000. Hence, future detector designs can utilize the nonlocal/
non-Markovian nature of the hole avalanche in a-Se, to enable
a true solid-state photomultiplier with noiseless gain and
enhanced SNRs.
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